
Corps' V~orkshop delves 
further into the IWCS Ltwv~m{\-f>tJvt 

Cell's construction, radon concerns, project timetable all discussed Str\1-l (\.e) 

by Terry DuHy project with respect to the Corps' Ann Roberts, a member of the ar-
News of interest on the Lake remedial action process at Niag- ea's WOW Restoration Advisory 'l A-PR. Z.O 12 

Ontario Ordnance Works site in ara Falls Storage Site, and heard Board. (See Roberts comments 
northern Lewiston continues. explanations on why the Corps' to a Corps letter, on Page 4 of the 

On March 28, U.S. government studies have thus far been limited March 31 Sentinel). 
site overseer, the Army Corps of only to the cell and not to other At the March 28 session, she 
Engineers, held another in its se- problems on the site. questioned Corps' determina-
ries of workshop sessions on the • Corps' presenters detailed the tions with respect to stability of 
LOOW Interim Waste Contain- decades-long history of the NFSS, the IWCS, namely leakages. "It's 
ment Structure on Pletcher Road moving to recent time and narrow- a disagreement over data on the 
in northern Lewiston. ing their focus to the IWCS lands. site," said Busse in response to a 

A 10-a,cre, temporary cell con- They discussed how past build- number of stability issues raised 
structed by the government in ings within ·the cell's vicinity were that evening by Roberts. 
the 1980s, IWCS remains the fo- incorporated into the unit in the One question that was clarified, 
cus of a lengthy feasibility study early to mid-1980s; how sections however, involved the Corps posi
process by the Corps to deter- were created for placement of con- tion on ultimately addressing the 
mine its future. Extensive reme- solidated wastes from through- site. When asked by Roberts if 
diation and cleanup of the site, out the NFSS site; and the actual the Corps feasibility study could 
a billion-dollar-plus endeavor, is processes of depositing high-level be seen as moving towards a final 
now among a host of options un- K-65 wastes, lower level R-10 resi- decision on the IWCS' future, all 
der consideration by the U.S. gov- dues, contaminated soils and oth- Corps reps stressed it was not 
ernment er radioactive debris into the cell. "We're years away from a deci-

Over a nearly three-hour pe- Also discussed were extensive sion," said Bill Kowaleski, former 
riod, three Corps technical details on the construction of the WOW site manager. "'The feasi
memorandums covering radon cell itself, including construction bility study presents the case, a 
exp()sure, risk assessments and of bordering dikes and retainer proposed plan on what the gov
meteorological evaluations were walls on its sides and the volume ernment could do." Kowaleski 
discussed at the session. All had and extent of soils used on top to said the Corps feasibility study, 
their focus on the high-levels of thwart any releases. expected to be complete in 2013, 
K-65 and R-10 radioactive wastes • Corps members, contracted would follow with a proposed plan 
and other contaminants stored site officials and government in 2014, an extended formal pub
within the IWCS. SAIC scientists and engineers lie comment period that year and 

And questions and suspicions then discussed radiation con- then lead to a record of decision 
concerning contamination of the cerns, including health impacts in 2015. 
site and risk to the community from radium, radiation decay, Sarno commented that · IWCS 
were again heard by many of the the ionizing of radiation releases, memorandums, studies and eval.;. 
crowd of roughly 50 who attend- the managing of radon gas and uations are still to. come and the. 
ed the session. - gamma rays releases and how the feasibility study. phase was fatf 

At this time no decisions con· IWCS design inhibits release of from concluded. Of the still to 
·· cerning the future of IWCS have both. Also discussed was place- come proposed plan, he added, 
been ,made whatsoever, stressed ment of the IWCS monitoring "'That's where the public com
John H. Busse, site program wells, how they function, and the ments occur. We not even at that 
manager for the Corps at LOOW, problems encountered with test- point" 
to audience members. Busse was ing in the more than two decades 
joined by technical facilitator the IWCS has functioned. 
Douglas Sarno, various Corps • Corps presenters closed their 
Buffalo District representatives discussions on various ''what ifs?" 
and WOW site contractors, plus should the IWCS be opened, the 
EPA and state DEC officials at radon gases exposed, the hypo-
the session. All offered insight thetical receptors in the commu-
on the IWCS situation and at- nity and potential impacts. 
tempted to dispel wide-ranging • Afterward, the session broke ( \ ) 
community suspicions and con- of into Q-and~As at three separate C 0 n-( 
cerns. roundtable discussions where re-

Of the latter, presenters found maining;ff§itors to the session at 
only questionable levels of sue- times peppered Corps presenters 
cess. . with various issue& .of CQJlcerns. 

Bf!efly recapping the jnv~~~,i<>me were readily answer~ 
sesston: -· some not 
· · • Visitors learned that the One was a question on the sta
IWCS is ·considered a separate bility of the IWCS cell by chemist 
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Once a record of decision is 
made, anything that would come 
next with regards to cleanup 
would ultimately be up to the 
federal government, all Corps 
reps said. Factors such as two ap
proved Corps projects in the Buf
falo District already being on the 
calendar ahead of this one, lim
ited funding availability under the 
Comprehensive. J~n&onmen~ 
Respon~e; CompenSition and li
ability Act under which IWCS re
mediation falls, p!u$. the potential 
:~~ of IWCS cleanUp being well 
iii excess of $1 billion and well be
yond the capability of the entire 
Department of Defense annual 
budget for the country were all 
cited by the Corps as being barri
ers to any action on the IWCS site 
taken in the foreseeable future. 

''You'll likely be looking at Con
gressional funding for this one," 
commented Kowaleski. 
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